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1.0 Introduction
Northern Beaches Council is currently developing
the Northern Beaches Walking Plan which
will integrate the previous footpath schedules
adopted by the former Councils of Pittwater and
Warringah and future footpaths identified by the
former Manly Council. Ultimately, the Northern
Beaches Walking Plan will outline a priority
footpath schedule to lead Council’s future footpath
program. Bitzios Consulting were engaged in
December 2017 to work with Council to develop
the Northern Beaches Walking Plan.
The Northern Beaches Walking Plan will help
Council to provide a connected footpath network,
which will encourage and support people to
choose walking as a preferred mode of transport.
Greater use of active transport will help to reduce
vehicle use and traffic congestion, and help to
create healthy lifestyles and socially interactive
and vibrant places for the Northern Beaches
community.
Currently, new footpaths are one of the most
requested assets from Northern Beaches
residents. Therefore, it was important to work with
the community to develop the Northern Beaches
Walking Plan.
This report documents the first phase of
community and stakeholder engagement
implemented to support the development of the
Northern Beaches Walking Plan. It documents:
•

key findings and outcomes

•

the community and stakeholder engagement
activities

•

the community and stakeholder feedback
captured during the engagement activities.

The engagement process commenced with the
Northern Beaches Walking Plan page on Council’s
Your Say website page going ‘live’. This page
included links to an online Have Your Say feedback
form and an interactive map. The opportunity to
comment using the online tools closed on 4 March
2018.
In addition to the online tools, Council hosted
16 community drop-in sessions in 13 suburbs
across the Northern Beaches Council area. These
sessions were held between February and March

2018, in local neighbourhoods.
Community input during the engagement process
provided detail on current challenges and
opportunities for potential improvements across
the Northern Beaches walking network. This
community input was provided by:
•

816 pins dropped on the interactive map

•

290 feedback forms completed through the
Have Your Say page

•

712 attendees across the 16 community
drop-in sessions

•

nine written comments from residents

•

one stakeholder submission from Northern
Area Health Promotions

•

one submission from Allambie Heights
Probus Club

Common themes emerged throughout the
community engagement process. These common
themes provide insight into community priorities
and include:
•

pedestrian safety, primarily in those areas
where community members indicated that they
need to walk on the road due to the lack of a
footpath

•

access to and from schools

•

missing links and continuity of existing paths

•

connectivity to key attractors, particularly
schools, shops and public transport

•

width of current footpaths to accommodate
different users.

The next steps are for Council and their consultant
team to develop the draft Northern Beaches
Walking Plan. Key stakeholders and the broader
community will have the opportunity to comment
on the draft Northern Beaches Walking Plan and
draft footpath schedule when the plan is placed
on public exhibition following endorsement from
Council late 2018.
This community engagement report was prepared
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2.0 Key findings
The level of involvement in the Northern Beaches
Walking Plan engagement process demonstrates
the importance of pedestrian infrastructure to the
local community. The feedback and comments
received through the two online tools and the
community drop-in sessions provide insights that
will help to inform Council’s approach to improving
the current walking network in the Northern
Beaches area.

Analysis of community input reveals common
themes and clear areas of community interest,
particularly in relation to pedestrian safety
and connectivity to key attractors. This section
documents an overview of these common
themes and key findings for Council to consider in
developing the Northern Beaches Walking Plan.

Northern Beaches Walking Plan Community Engagement Report
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2.1 Engagement outcomes
The community input obtained during the
engagement process provides a clear picture of
community interests and concerns. The 816 pins
and comments dropped, the 290 feedback forms
submitted, and the high level of participation at
the community drop-in sessions demonstrate
community interest in the walking network.
Participants in the engagement process mostly
commented on missing links and new footpaths
in specific locations, and the safety implications
for children and adults that choose to walk on the
road in some locations because a footpath is not
provided.
The current width of footpaths was also
mentioned by participants, as future paths need
to accommodate different users. Special attention
was given to people pushing prams and people
using wheelchairs, as they need wider spaces to
move without affecting other type of users.
Connectivity to key attractors such as schools,
shopping centres and public transport was
repeatedly mentioned by participants. Participants
considered that improving these links would
improve walking networks in the Northern
Beaches area. Quality of paths was also identified
as a concern as some participants found that
uneven surfaces and tree roots can represent
hazards for people with disabilities or reduced
mobility.
Participants were able to identify specific
streets, and their perception about the particular
issues associated with these streets, through
the feedback forms. Streets mentioned most
frequently, by ward, are listed below. A complete
list of streets mentioned by participants is included
in Appendix A.
Typically, these streets were identified by
participants as the main links to and from
local schools. As such, they were regarded by
participants as being priorities for improved
pedestrian infrastructure, particularly where a
footpath would encourage people to not walk on
the road.
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2.2 Key findings
The high level of community interest in upgrading
and extending the current walking network
represents an opportunity for the Northern
Beaches Council. Residents are clearly interested
in pedestrian infrastructure and are likely to
be interested in the ongoing development and
implementation of the Northern Beaches Walking
Plan.
There is also clear community interest in
encouraging school-aged children to use footpaths
to commute to and from schools. As such, the
provision of footpaths near schools is seen as a
priority. These infrastructure upgrades have the
potential to provide long-term benefits as children
may continue using the walking network as part of
their daily lives when adults.
Accessibility and provision of infrastructure
that accommodates people with disabilities
and reduced mobility should also be seen as an
investment for all residents and visitors. The ability
to access key locations and enjoy their benefits
regardless of individual mobility is recognised by
the community as being important.
Prioritising projects is a key element of the walking
plan. The outcomes of the engagement process
will inform this prioritisation process and Council
will be in a position to link prioritised projects to
community input.
As part of the development of the walking plan, it
will be crucial for Council to clearly communicate
that dropping a pin on the interactive map or
mentioning a particular street in a feedback form
helped to identify projects across the Northern
Beaches area. However, this level of participation
does not directly translate into a project being
delivered in locations that an individual has
nominated. Council will need to manage these
expectations carefully, by clearly communicating
that project prioritisation and delivery are directly
dependent on available funding.
Given community interest and participation in the
walking plan engagement process, there is an
opportunity for Council to harness this enthusiasm
by encouraging community-led initiatives. For
example, the emphasis on safety and access to
schools could translate into community members
taking up the opportunity to work with their local
school to participate in the Active 2 School
fitness program.
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3.0 Background
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3.1 Engagement objective

3.2 Engagement 			
approach

The goal of the Northern Beaches Walking Plan
community engagement process is to build
awareness and seek participation from diverse
groups within the community to achieve an
integrated walking network across the Northern
Beaches.

The community engagement process commenced
with the Northern Beaches Walking Plan page
on Council’s Your Say website going ‘live’ on
23 November 2017. This page included links to
an online Have Your Say feedback form and an
interactive map. The opportunity to comment
using the online tools closed on 4 March 2018.

The engagement process was designed to capture
community input that would help inform Council’s
provision of an inclusive, accessible and safe
walking network for both residents and visitors
to the Northern Beaches area. Council was
particularly interested in capturing community
input in relation to identifying:
•

missing links or pedestrian connections

•

the need for new footpaths

•

possible safety improvements

•

accessibility

•

opportunities for improved amenity.

In addition to the online tools, Council hosted
16 community drop-in sessions in 13 suburbs
across the Northern Beaches Council area. These
sessions were held in local neighbourhoods so
that Council could have conversations with people
when they were out in their local area. These
sessions were held during February and March
2018.
As part of the process, it was important to capture
input from a range of individuals representing
diverse community interests including schools,
pre-schools, people with reduced mobility, older
people, and recreational groups.

Northern Beaches Walking Plan Community Engagement Report

3.3 Engagement 			
activities
This section of the report provides an overview of
the community drop-in sessions, interest group
workshops, online survey and online interactive
map.
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3.3.1 Community drop-in sessions
Sixteen community drop-in sessions were held
during February and March 2018. Drop-in sessions
were arranged to take place in areas with a high
level of community interest identified through the
interactive map and feedback received through
Your Say. Table 1 provides the details for the
community drop-in sessions.
Location

Date

Time

Number of attendees

North Balgowlah

13/02/2018

9am - 11am

35

Forestville

13/02/2018

1.30pm - 3.30pm

94

Balgowlah Stocklands

14/02/2018

9am - 11am

40

Seaforth

14/02/2018

1.30pm - 3.30pm

15

Narraweena

15/02/2018

9am - 11am

30

Warriewood - The Beaches Market

16/02/2018

8am - 1pm

69

Balgowlah Stocklands

17/02/2018

9am - 12pm

54

Avalon

19/02/2018

9am - 11am

60

Mona Vale

19/02/2018

1.30pm - 3.30pm

68

Dee Why - Walter Gors Park

20/02/2018

9am - 11am

14

Collaroy Plateau

20/02/2018

1.30pm - 3.30pm

11

Elanora Heights

21/02/2018

9am - 11am

44

Terrey Hills

21/02/2018

1.30pm - 3.30pm

13

Allambie Heights

22/02/2018

9am - 11am

38

Warriewood - The Beaches Market

23/02/2018

8am - 1pm

33

Forestville

24/02/2018

9am - 12pm

94

Table 1: Community Drop-in sessions
Community feedback provided by visitors to the drop-in sessions was captured in the interactive map by
representatives of the project team. The community drop-in sessions were attended by 712 community
members. Figure 1 shows the percentage of attendees at each session.
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North Balgowlah 5%
Forestville 13%
Forestville 13%

Warriewood - The
Beaches Market 5%

Forestville 13%

Allembie Heights 5%

Terry Hills 2%

Seaforth 13%

Narraweena 13%

Elanora Heights 6%

Collaroy Plateau 2%
Dee Why - Walter
Gors Park 2%

Warriewood - The
Beaches Market 10%

Mona Vale 10%
Balgowlah Stocklands 8%
Avalon 8%

Figure 1: Northern Beaches Walking Plan drop-in
sessions summary.
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3.3.2 Online interactive map
A link to an interactive map was provided on the
project page on Council’s Your Say engagement
website. This interactive map enabled community
members to ‘drop pins’ to share their ideas and
comments and identify existing active transport
network challenges and opportunities for
improvement. Comments were received from 23
November 2017 to 4 March 2018.
A total of 816 pins were dropped on the interactive
map by 564 participants. Figure 2 illustrates
where the pins (and comments) were clustered
across the local government area.

Figure 2: Heat map of pins dropped in the
Northern Beaches Council area.
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3.3.3 Have Your Say feedback form
A link to a feedback form was provided on the
project page on Council’s Your Say engagement
website. The feedback form enabled community
members to:
•

comment and provide feedback about the
need for connecting linkages for the footpath
network across the Northern Beaches

•

identify locations for upgraded or new
infrastructure, including details such as suburb,
street and side of the road

•

outline the reasons why their ideas and
suggested connections and linkages were
important for the broader community

•

provide additional comments.

A total of 290 feedback forms were received
between 23 November 2017 and 4 March 2018.
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4.0 Detailed community feedback
This section provides analysis of the feedback from community members captured through the
interactive map, the feedback form, Facebook comments and written comments.

Northern Beaches Walking Plan Community Engagement Report
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4.1 Interactive map
A number of common themes emerged during
analysis of the feedback captured through the
interactive map. This section summarises the
common themes, relevant needs and potential
opportunities for improvement by ward. A
complete list of individual comments by ward is
included in Appendix B.
A total of 816 pins were dropped around the
Northern Beaches Council area.

The remainder of participants dropped pins
related to:
•

links to schools (6% of participants)

•

disability and mobility (5.5% of participants)

•

links to sports and community facilities (3% of
participants)

•

links to public transport (2.4% of participants).

Provision of new footpaths was the most recurrent
concern across all wards with 58.5% of comments
identifying an opportunity for a new footpath.
Missing links were also a critical topic, with 24.5%
of participants making comments in relation to
this.

Link to public transport

20

Disability and mobility

45
50

Link to schools

22

Link to sporting and
community facilities
Missing link
New footpath

478

Figure 3: Common themes mentioned by participants
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Figure 4: Location of pins dropped in the
interactive map
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4.1.1 Common themes by wards
Given the number of participants and comments
made in the interactive mapping system, data was
analysed by ward. This approach allows a greater
overview of common themes by location while
also allowing a focus on individual comments. The
following section collates and analyses community
input, common themes and findings by ward.
Frenchs Forest was the ward with the most
comments with 230 pins and comments dropped.
Frenchs Forest was closely followed by Pittwater
Ward with 205 comments and Manly Ward with
185 comments. The remainder of the comments
were almost evenly split between Narrabeen
Ward (97 comments) and Curl Curl Ward (99
comments).

Frenchs Forest
Pittwater

97

Manly
230

Curl Curl
Narrabeen

99

185
205

Figure 5: Pins and comments dropped by ward
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Figure 6 provides a snapshot of the common
themes and the number of times that these themes
were identified in each ward. While participants
made comments related to the pin they had
chosen to drop, more detailed analysis has allowed
us to allocate comments to a more focused theme
which provided a clearer overview of the common
challenges and potential opportunities.
Participants identified safety as the main
concern, specifically pedestrian infrastructure
provided around key attractors such as schools,
recreational areas and shops. Access to schools
was specifically mentioned as people walking
with young children and pushing prams currently
need to walk on the road in some areas due to the
lack of an appropriate footpath. Comments about
safety for school access also mentioned the need
to improve current footpath quality, evenness and
missing links.
The schools mentioned most frequently in relation
to providing infrastructure that caters for different
users as well as providing opportunities for
children to actively commute to and from school
were:
•

Manly Vale Public School

•

Balgowlah North Public School

•

Harbord Public School

•

Narrabeen North Public School

•

Narrabeen Sports High School

•

Mona Vale Public School.

Access to public transport was also mentioned
repeatedly by participants. Participants mentioned
that bus routes along roads such as Balgowlah in
Manly Ward and Tristram Road in Curl Curl Ward
lack the footpath infrastructure, which would
provide proper bus stop access. This is particularly
important for community members during peak
hours when they need to wait for buses or walk
along the road with bus movements and heavy
traffic.
Disability and accessibility, although not identified
by participants as a specific concern, were
identified in specific areas through comments
made about aged care and the elderly population.
Inglebar Avenue in Frenchs Forest was identified
as an area needing even and hazard-free
footpaths separated from the road due to the
presence of older residents. Soldiers Avenue in
Freshwater was also identified as needing an
upgraded footpath because of its heritage value
and the number of veterans who use the area to
access Jacka Park.
Other community concerns included access to
recreational and sports facilities, community
and health centres, and playground facilities for
children. Parked vehicles in pedestrian areas were
also identified as a concern, mostly in Pittwater
Ward, which had 10 comments about the need for
proper vehicle and pedestrian separation.
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Manly
Curl Curl

6
8
8
3

Aged care and Seniors

Frenchs Forest
Narrabeen

15
30

9

Commuters and Public
Transport

31

16

Pittwater
Disability and mobility

15
16
12

4
7

10

Cyclists

38

8

13

22
20

104

33

Safety

145

54

New Infrastructure

2

11

6

123

20

6
60

15

School Access

70

26

48

3
1

Community and
Health Centres

7
4
1
1
2
5
2

Playground Access

20
12
12
9
18

Recreation and Sports

41

11

Pram Access

52

16
16
7
6

Shopping Centres

7

25
20

5

Parked Vehicles
10

0

Figure 6: Common themes by ward
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Manly Ward common themes
Manly Ward had 185 pins and comments in
total. Of those comments, 104 related to safety
concerns, 60 related to school access and 41
related to pram access.
According to several participants, due to the
expected increase of student numbers at Manly
Vale Public School, a footpath to and from the
school was identified as a priority. Additionally,
some participants mentioned the need to provide
consistent footpath access to and from Manly
Vale Public School, especially from Kenneth Road,
where people with prams and small children need
to walk on the road (which participants indicated
also has some blind corners).
Footpath quality was identified as important for
senior members of the community as some of
these community members face reduced mobility
conditions or disabilities. As such, uneven paths,
tree roots, unpatched areas and missing links are
primary concerns for this community group.
Besides the quality of the path, according to
participants, community members facing mobility
issues face challenges because of missing ramp
access to existing footpaths. Better ramp provision
for people with mobility scooters and prams was
identified as a need for the ward.
Participants repeatedly mentioned that Manly
Ward needs better pedestrian access and
crossings to and from bus stops, especially for
people with disabilities and school students. The
main concerns relate to bus stops near schools
and shopping areas. An example that was raised
repeatedly was the B-Line bus stop around
Balgowlah.
Another concern raised by participants related to
cars parking on walking areas in North Balgowlah.
Participants indicated that this obstruction ‘forces’
people to use the road, with the associated
increase in safety concerns.
Participants also focused on missing links
for cyclists around Manly Lagoon Reserve. A
comment from a participant highlighted this
project as an opportunity to link Manly Lagoon
track to Passmore Reserve to increase community
movement and enjoyment of both areas.
Areas with roundabouts were identified by
participants as being potentially hazardous for
cyclists due to the lack of off-road bike lanes and
no separated and designated bike paths on-road.

Some participants mentioned that footpath access
to Balgowlah North Public School around Wonga
Street is needed. Missing links around Balgowlah
Heights Primary School near Russell Street were
regarded as a safety hazard for children and
parents when commuting to and from school.
Entrances and access to Manly Dam and
Woolgoola Reserve do not have footpaths
currently. Some participants noted that this results
in pedestrians and cyclists using the road.
Community members with small children
repeatedly highlighted the need for better
footpaths as well as ramp access for those
pushing prams. Participants also mentioned better
provision of pedestrian crossings around busy
roads and big intersections in Manly.

Aged care
and Seniors

6

Commuters
and Public
Transport

30

Disability and
mobility

15

Cyclists

22

Safety

104

New
Infrastructure

20

School Access

60

Community
and Health
Centres

3

Playground
Access

1

Recreation
and Sports

20

Pram Access

41

Shopping
Centres

7

Parked
Vehicles

5

02

04

06

08

0 100 120

Figure 7: Manly Ward common themes
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Curl Curl Ward common themes
Curl Curl Ward had a total of 99 pins and
comments. Of those comments, 33 related
to safety concerns. Disability and mobility,
and school access were also areas of concern
for participants with 16 and 15 comments
respectively.
Several participants commented on the need for
better connections and links to and from schools,
shops and bus stops.
Participants also emphasised that the provision
of pedestrian infrastructure would mean that they
could avoid walking on the road. Participants
indicated that the current practice of walking on
the road represents safety concerns for residents
and visitors, especially for people with small
children, people pushing prams, elderly people,
and people with mobility disabilities.
Participants also repeatedly mentioned the quality
of paths. Wider paths for better accessibility and
provision of space that caters for different users
were regarded as important characteristics for
Council to focus on.
Participants commented that evenness of
footpaths was a necessity for older people due
to their reduced mobility or use of mobility aids
such as walking sticks, crutches and wheelchairs.
Treatment of tree roots, tall grass on kerbs and
the general condition of the pavement on existing
footpaths were common themes mentioned by
participants.
Participants indicated that current missing links
are reducing commuting opportunities for people
with disabilities. Participants mentioned the lack
of footpaths in some areas, as well as the lack of
proper and safe crossings along roads in Curl Curl
Ward.
Participants also indicated that better connections
around bus stops are essential for the community.
An example repeatedly mentioned by participants
was the 136 bus on Tristram Road.
Participants raised safety concerns in relation to
the current situation on Oliver Street, especially
near Harbord Public School, where there is
heavy traffic during peak hours, which seems
to be travelling at high speed. Participants also
mentioned that school children need to walk on a
section of Victor Road (between McIntosh Road
and Warringah Road), which represents safety
hazards.

Participants mentioned pedestrian links on
the coastal walk from North Curl Curl to Dee
Why. Specifically, participants indicated that
improvements were needed to ensure that people
could avoid walking on the road.
A connection between Jacka Park and Soldiers
Avenue was also mentioned by participants. This
connection would improve access to the park
without people needing to walk on the street.
In relation to other specific locations, participants
indicated that better pedestrian infrastructure was
needed in the following places:
•

Howard Avenue, particularly in relation to the
quality and width of the path

•

a boardwalk, with accessibility options, to
provide for the enjoyment of coastal views for
everyone, regardless of physical constraints
and disabilities

•

pedestrian crossings on Carew Street, Oliver
Street, Cavill Street (traffic light), Beacon Hill
Road (to access shops), and Pacific Parade
(because of the high speed and volume of
traffic)

•

Makim Reserve, as it is a local recreational
area.
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Frenchs Forest Ward common themes
Aged care
and Seniors

Frenchs Forest Ward had a total of 209 pins and
comments. Of these, 145 pins and comments
were focused on safety. School access was also
mentioned in 70 comments. Commuters and public
transport access were mentioned in 31 comments.

8

Commuters
and Public
Transport

9

Disability and
mobility

16

Cyclists

10

Safety

33

New
Infrastructure

11

School Access

15

Community
and Health
Centres

The need for more pram and wheelchair-friendly
paths was also mentioned by participants.

1

Playground
Access

2

Recreation
and Sports

12

Pram Access

11

Shopping
Centres

6

Parked
Vehicles

0

Walking on the road because of missing links and
the lack of footpaths in some areas was mentioned
frequently by participants in Frenchs Forest. As in
other wards, comments indicated that there is high
participant interest in providing better links to and
from schools, shops and recreational areas. The
main concern expressed by participants related to
community members needing to walk on the road,
especially children walking to schools, and people
with small and young children.

05 10 15 20 25 30 35

Figure 8: Curl Curl Ward common themes

Participants provided specific detail in relation
to the issues and challenges they found as
pedestrians in Frenchs Forest Ward. For example,
one participant commented that:
‘From Alt Avenue Davidson [east end] going
NORTH along Kambora Drive onto Sir Thomas
Mitchel Drive which swings south. This path
will then meet the existing path which ends at
Alt Avenue west end. School children, walkers
and bus commuters use this route frequently
and at times need to walk on the road.’
Specific comments related to disability and
accessibility were provided by participants. A high
school student who uses a wheelchair and lives on
Cannon Parade indicated that they would need a
proper footpath to commute independently to and
from school. Likewise, Dundilla Road, Landford
Avenue and Keldie Street were identified as areas
that need further accessibility provisions to give
people with reduced mobility user-friendly access
to pedestrian infrastructure.
Several participants identified Inglebar Avenue as
an area that needed footpaths, so that people do
not need to walk on the road. This area includes
older residents who need even paths and hazardfree commuting options.
Participants also mentioned the need for
pedestrian access through reserves in Allambie
Heights to provide a pedestrian connection to
Warringah Mall and the B-Line at Brookvale.
Mortain Avenue, Rathowen Parade, Kirra Road
and Forest Way were frequently mentioned by
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participants because of missing links and lack of
proper footpaths. The rear access to the Glenrose
Shopping Centre was identified for improved
access from Glenrose Place. Bentley Avenue
was also mentioned by participants as an area
with high traffic that lacked a proper footpath for
pedestrians. Participants also mentioned Maxwell
Parade as an example of a place where people
walked on the road in order to access the school,
church and bus stations.
Feeder roads for bus stops were also identified by
participants as areas with missing links. Improving
these links would increase accessibility options for
people with disabilities as well as providing safer
pedestrian options for public transport users.
Nursery Place was identified by participants as
a busy area due to school drop-off and pick-up.
Participants indicated that they were concerned
about safe access to the school because of the
lack of footpath.
Access to shops from Patanga Road was also
identified by some participants as needing
improvement. Participants indicated that currently
there is no footpath to provide this access.
Participants also repeatedly mentioned a general
comment about blind spots caused by road
undulations and topographical characteristics
such as hills. These were regarded by participants
to be safety hazards as there is a lack of
designated footpath along the roads.

Aged care
and Seniors

8

Commuters
and Public
Transport

31

Disability and
mobility

12

Cyclists

20

Safety

145

New
Infrastructure

6

School Access

70

Community
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Centres

7

Playground
Access

5

Recreation
and Sports

12

Pram Access

52

Shopping
Centres

25

Parked
Vehicles

0

30

60

90

120

150

Figure 9: Frenchs Forest Ward common themes
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Narrabeen Ward common themes
Narrabeen Ward had a total of 97 pins and
comments. Of these comments, safety was the
theme most frequently raised by participants with
54 comments. School access was the second most
frequently mentioned theme with 26 comments.
Walking on the road, because of the lack of
footpaths in certain areas, was the biggest
concern raised by participants who indicated that
they were concerned about safety. Missing links
to and from schools were frequently mentioned
by participants. Narrabeen North Public School
and Narrabeen Sports High School were identified
by participants as two examples of areas where
children and parents walk on roads because of
missing footpath links.

Aged care
and Seniors
Commuters
and Public
Transport

16

Disability and
mobility

4

Cyclists

13

Safety

54

New
Infrastructure

2

School Access

Participants also commented on the need to
improve the current ocean walk on the eastern
side of Pittwater Road to provide better active
transport connections with Dee Why. Similarly,
participants indicated that a better footpath on
the cliff-top walks and Bicentennial Coastal Walk
would provide greater opportunities for community
members and visitors to enjoy the natural features
of the area.

Community
and Health
Centres

Participants also mentioned the need for further
improvement of footpaths and missing links which
around Narrabeen Lagoon. These were identified
as priorities not only for community enjoyment but
also because those areas are used by students for
their daily commute to and from school.

Shopping
Centres

Links to bus stops were also identified as priorities
for Narrabeen Ward participants. Lane Cove Road
was mentioned as a highly used area that lacked
proper footpath connections to and from the
bus stop.
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Figure 10: Narrabeen Ward common themes
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Pittwater Ward common themes
Pittwater Ward had a total of 209 pins and
comments. Of these comments, 123 were focused
on safety concerns, 48 on school access, and 38
on commuters and public transport.
Participants identified busy roads such as Kevin
Avenue and Barrenjoey Road as a priority for
pedestrian infrastructure provision. Participants
indicated that missing links and a lack of footpaths
connecting to the school, shopping centre and
sporting facilities along these roads presented
safety hazards.

Aged care
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15
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and Public
Transport

38

Disability and
mobility

7

Cyclists

8

Safety

Participants also identified the need for pedestrian
access to and from bus stops. Beaconsfield Street
was identified by participants as an area with an
urgent need for proper infrastructure because of
the high flow of school students and commuters
accessing buses.

New
Infrastructure

Participants also identified areas where footpath
improvements have been proposed, which could
be reconsidered and refined. For example, some
participants mentioned Surfside Avenue as an
area that only needs way-finding signage rather
than the full footpath upgrade that is proposed.
On the contrary, Terrigal Road, Trafalgar Park
and accesses to Mona Vale Public School were
identified as areas that need better footpaths due
to high public use.
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Figure 11: Pittwater Ward common themes
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4.2 Have Your Say 		
feedback form
This section of the report provides a summary
of the feedback received through the Have Your
Say feedback form. The form explored participant
opinion about missing links and the need for new
infrastructure, as well as the importance of these
to the community.
A total of 286 feedback forms were submitted.
Participants from Pittwater provided the most
comments with 93 forms submitted. Participants
from Frenchs Forest submitted 71 forms, and
participants from Manly, Curl Curl and Narrabeen
submitted 50, 45 and 27 forms respectively.
A complete list of comments provided by
participants is included in Appendix C.
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Figure 12: Have Your Say feedback by ward
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4.2.1 Suggested improvement
The feedback forms provided an opportunity
for participants to identify missing links and
pedestrian infrastructure needed by ward and
street. The following section summarises the
concerns and identified areas for improvement, as
well as the potential benefit for the community, by
ward.
Safe pedestrian crossings, connecting missing
links and providing footpaths so that people could
avoid walking on the road were the recurrent
comments raised by participants. As shown in
Figure 13, safe pedestrian links were a priority for
participants, specifically for children when walking
to schools.
Access to and from public transport, recreational
areas and shops were also identified by
participants. Similarly, participants mentioned the
need to improve access for people with disabilities
and reduced mobility to existing pedestrian
infrastructure.
Participants indicated that active transport
infrastructure would encourage healthier lifestyles
and also provide an improved commuting
experience in the Northern Beaches area.
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Figure 13: Suggested footpath improvement
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4.2.2 Common pedestrian connections
mentioned by ward
Manly Ward

Curl Curl Ward

Several streets and roads were identified by
participants as needing footpath upgrades. Most
of these streets were perceived to be important
because they carry students on their daily
commute to school. These streets included Alto
Avenue, Bangaroo Street, Gloucester Street and
Wonga Street as they are current connections to
and from local schools.

Curl Curl Ward participants outlined a range of
different needs for footpath upgrades in addition
to access to schools and shops. Bridge Street,
being the direct access to Lagoon Reserve, was
identified by participants as needing an upgrade
for the community to have proper pedestrian
infrastructure to access this recreational and
sporting facility. Carew Street was mentioned
by participants due to school and beach access.
Pittwater Road was identified by participants as
an area that needed additional focus on disability
and mobility upgrades with ramps and wheelchair
friendly infrastructure.

Safety was acknowledged by participants as
a concern as people indicated the need to walk
on roads because there is a lack of footpaths in
particular locations. Participants were particularly
concerned about children and parents pushing
prams waking on busy roads with no footpath.
In addition, Hunter Street in North Balgowlah and
Balgowlah Street were identified by participants
as potential safety hazards. Participants indicated
that these are busy streets with private vehicle
traffic as well public transport traffic, which do not
have a footpath designated for pedestrians to use.
Pittwater Ward
Participants repeatedly mentioned Barrenjoey
Road as needing pedestrian infrastructure. Being
a main road that connects to shops, school and
public transport, participants indicated that it
currently lacks proper safety crossings and a wide
footpath that could cater for different users.
Cheryl Crescent and Crescent Road were also
highlighted by participants as needing a footpath.
General comments related to safety concerns,
particularly in relation to school students currently
walking on the road and the need to address this.
Narrabeen Ward
Similar to other wards, participant comments in
Narrabeen mainly related to safety for school
students who currently walk on the road to get to
and from school because there is a lack of proper
footpaths. Participants also identified Anana
Road, Lumeah Avenue and Narrabeen Park
Parade as areas that needed upgraded footpaths
as they have high pedestrian traffic.

Soldiers Avenue, being the link between Anzac
Precinct and Jacka Park, was acknowledged
by participants as an area with heritage and
memorial importance. Participants indicated that
upgrading infrastructure here would improve
enjoyment for veterans as well as providing
broader community access.
Frenchs Forest Ward
Frenchs Forest participants identified a number
of roads and streets that present a safety hazard
due to the high traffic flow. Coleraine, Mortain and
Haigh Avenues were mentioned by participants as
areas that needed better pedestrian infrastructure
as currently people walk on the road, which
participants indicated was particularly unsafe
during peak hours with high traffic volumes.
Hews Parade, being a link to public transport, was
identified by participants as needing an upgrade
for commuters to have safe pedestrian access to
bus stops.
Kens Road, Keldie Street and Roosevelt Avenue
were acknowledged by participants as being
important links to and from schools. Participants
indicated that these streets needed better and
safer pedestrian access with the provision of
designated footpaths.
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4.3 Facebook posts

4.4 Written comments

Community members had the chance to provide
feedback through a Council managed Facebook
page. This page was open for the community to
comment, reply and interact about the Northern
Beaches Walking Plan.

Written comments were also received as part
of the community engagement process. In these
written comments, participants highlighted
walking as an important component of active
transport. Participants emphasised the
possibilities provided by community linkages
through infrastructure provision, such as dedicated
paths separating different active transport users
like pedestrians and cyclists. As such, several
written comments encouraged Council to integrate
the walking and cycling plans.

Footpaths and shared paths were repeatedly
mentioned as being needed in the Northern
Beaches Council area. Community members
identified Carcoola Road and McNamara Road
in Cromer, Clontarf Street in North Balgowlah,
Lake Street in Narrabeen, Pittwater Road, Palm
Beach and Maxwell Street, Mona Vale as areas
where people walk on busy roads causing safety
concerns. One comment related to the need for a
number of footpaths in Elanora Heights.
Access to and from schools was again highlighted
as a priority for Council to focus on when
prioritising pedestrian infrastructure.
Community comments about unfinished footpath
upgrades in Collaroy and Palm Beach Wharf were
also raised through the Facebook comments,
highlighting the need for Council to focus on
completing projects. Vehicles parking in walking
areas were also mentioned as a potentially
hazardous situation in North Balgowlah.

As with other engagement tools that were
made available for community feedback, written
comments mostly focused on safe access to
and from schools. Mona Vale Public School
and Barrenjoey High School were specifically
mentioned because of the number of high school
aged children in these areas during mornings and
afternoons.
Barrenjoey Road in Pittwater Ward was
mentioned in several written comments. These
comments indicated that this road needs a
footpath to be provided for the community to
connect them to key attractors. This road is used
to accesses local schools, recreation and sports
facilities, bus stops and shops, and participants
indicated that it currently lacks a safe pedestrian
crossing and continuous footpath.
Other specific requests submitted by residents
were the development of the western side of
Keldie Street instead of the eastern side, as
pedestrians use the western side to access the
bus stop. Peacock Parade was also mentioned in
one submission as an area that needs a footpath
upgrade to allow the community to stop using the
road as a footpath during their daily commute.
An overview of written comments can be viewed
in Appendix D.
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4.5 Stakeholder 			
submission

4.6 Community group
submission

A submission was received by the Northern
Beaches Health Promotion, who is part of
Northern Sydney Local Health District, with the
following recommendation:

A submission was received by the Allambie
Heights Probus Club with the following comments:

To ensure that road network and connectivity
enhancements prioritise active transport
infrastructure such as separated paths, as they
may reduce the potential for conflict between
cyclists and pedestrians and that they are
integrated with the Northern Beaches Walking
Plan’s existing network.

We have been taking advantage of some terrific
cycling paths eg Narrabeen Lagoon, Warriewood
Wetlands, Dee Why to Narrabeen, Manly Vale to
Fairy Bower. Your planning process I note includes
for a “walking path development”. Could I ask if
this could be a combined walking/cycling track
development. And would it be possible to develop
a comprehensive walking/cycling map for the
council area.
Our group has noticed an increasing use of the
walking/cycle tracks by groups of all ages. One
suggestion for your future planning is that if there
is an alternative “flat”walk/ride could this take
precedence over a “hilly” walk/ride.
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